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Abstract

We performed first-principles calculations to investigate the point defect structure of B2 PdIn. In agreement with experiments, our

calculations show that Pd vacancies and Pd antisites are the constitutional point defects in In-rich and Pd-rich B2 PdIn, respectively. To

predict the thermal defect concentrations at finite temperatures, we adopted the statistical-mechanical Wagner–Schottky model in

combination with our first-principles calculated point defect formation enthalpies. Our calculations suggest that the predominant thermals

defects in B2 PdIn are of triple-defect type and not of Schottky type.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The intermetallic compound PdIn dominates the central

part of the In-Pd phase diagram with its wide homogeneity

range [1]. It is a 3:2-type electron compound with a strongly

ordered B2 (CsCl-type) structure and remains ordered up to its

melting point at 1285 8C. Its B2 structure consists of two

interpenetrating simple cubic sublattices, with each sublattice

having equal number of lattice sites. In its perfectly ordered

state at the stoichiometric composition, one sublattice is

entirely occupied by In and the other entirely by Pd atoms.

Deviations from the ideal stoichiometry are accommodated

by the formation of constitutional (structural) point defects.

Interestingly, like in B2 NiAl [2], the constitutional point

defects in B2 PdIn are of different type on different side of

stoichiometry: Pd vacancies on In-rich side and Pd antisites on

Pd-rich side [3–5]. The existences of those point defects have

profound effects on such important properties of B2 alloys as

mechanical properties and diffusion mechanisms [6–8].

At finite temperatures, thermal defects will also be

activated in addition to the constitutional ones by entropy.
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Since single point defects in ordered alloys alone are not

composition-conserving, those thermal defects have to

appear in balanced combinations in order to maintain the

overall composition of the alloy. From their lattice

parameter and bulk density measurements, Huang et al.

[9,10] obtained the vacancy concentrations in B2 PdIn as a

function of alloy composition at various temperatures.

Based on the observation that their data can be fitted quite

well by the equation derived for triple-defect type B2 alloys

by Chang and Neumann [5], they concluded that the thermal

defects in B2 PdIn are of triple-defect type, i.e. simultaneous

creation of two Pd vacancies and one Pd antisite. The triple-

defect model has been adopted to describe the B2 PdIn

phase in a thermodynamic modeling of the In-Pd binary

system by Jiang and Liu [11] using the CALPHAD

(Calculation of Phase Diagrams) approach. However,

using perturbed angular correlation of gamma rays (PAC)

technique, Collins and Shiha [12] observed vacancies on

both the In and Pd sublattices in about equal amounts and

thus argued that the thermal defects in B2 PdIn are of

Schottky type, i.e. simultaneous creation of one In vacancy

and one Pd vacancy.

Based on density functional theory (DFT) [13], first-

principles calculations have now been routinely used to

predict properties of a wide range of materials. These

methods are truly predictive since only atomic numbers and

crystal structure information are needed as inputs. In view of
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the experimental controversies, it is thus highly desirable to

use first-principles calculations to provide some insight,

which is the goal of the present paper.
2. Computational methodology

2.1. Mean-field formalism

In studying the point defect structure of B2 PdIn, it is

assumed that those point defects are sufficiently dilute,

which allows us to adopt the Wagner–Schottky model (a gas

of non-interacting point defects on well-defined sublattices)

[14–16] to calculate the point defect concentrations as a

function of alloy composition and temperature. Instead of

using a grand-canonical ensemble (i.e. a fixed number of

lattice sites with varying number of atoms), here we

consider a canonical ensemble containing a fixed number

of In and Pd atoms and the total number of lattice sites may

thus vary when vacancies are present. In this case, it is more

convenient to use the atomic concentration rather than the

site fraction [15]. The atomic concentration of species i on

sublattice a is defined as:

xia
Z

nia

Natom

(1)

where Natom is the total number of atoms (thus excluding

vacancies) and nia
is the number of species i on the a

sublattice with iZ{In, Pd, Va} and aZ{In, Pd}. Here Va

denotes vacancy.

According to the Wagner–Schottky model, the formation

enthalpy (per atom) of a B2 PdIn alloy is a linear function of

the point defect concentrations:

DH Z DHPdIn C
X

d

Hdxd (2)

where xd is the atomic concentration of defects of type d

with dZ{VaPd, VaIn, PdIn and InPd}. DHPdIn is the formation

enthalpy of the fully-ordered stoichiometric B2 PdIn and Hd

is the formation enthalpy of isolated point defects of type d

in stoichiometric B2 PdIn, which will be obtained in the

present study through first-principles calculations.

In considering the effects of finite temperatures, the

effects of vibrational entropies will be neglected and the

configurational entropy (per atom) will be treated using

the following mean-field approximation:

S Z kBð1 CxVaIn
CxVaPd

Þln
1 CxVaIn

CxVaPd

2

� �

KkB

X
a

X
i

xia
lnðxia

Þ (3)

where the summation goes over iZ{In, Pd, Va} and aZ{In,

Pd}. kB is the Boltzmann’s constant.

The equilibrium concentrations of point defects can now

be obtained through a minimization of the Gibbs free energy
of the system, i.e. DGZDHKTSZmin, which together

with the mass-balance constraints leads to the following set

of non-linear equations:

2xVaIn
xInPd

xVaPd
ð1K2xPdIn

KxVaIn
CxVaPd

Þ

Z exp K
HInPd
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kBT
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C2xPdIn
CxVaIn
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where xPd is the total mole fractions of Pd in the alloy. A

numerical solution of Eq. (4a)–(4d) can thus give us the

equilibrium concentrations of all point defects at a given

alloy composition and temperature.

2.2. First-principles methods

In the present study, a first-principles supercell approach

was employed to obtain the formation enthalpies of isolated

point defects in stoichiometric B2 PdIn. Such an approach

has been widely used in the literature for studying defects in

materials [15–25]. Here we used both a 16-atom 2!2!2

cubic B2 supercell and a larger 32-atom supercell [17], each

containing one single point defect (vacancy or antisite) per

supercell. The periodically arranged point defects in 16-atom

supercells form a simple-cubic lattice with a lattice parameter

of 2a, while the point defects in 32-atom supercells form a

fcc lattice with a lattice parameter of 4a. Here a is the B2

lattice parameter. The lattice vectors and atomic positions of

the 32-atom supercell in its ideal, unrelaxed form are given in

Table 1, all in Cartesian coordinates.

First-principles calculations were performed using the

plane wave method with Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopoten-

tials [26,27], as implemented in the highly-efficient Vienna

ab initio simulation package (VASP) [28,29]. We employed

the local density approximation (LDA) with the exchange-

correlation functional from Ceperley and Alder [30]. The

semi-core 4d electrons of In were explicitly treated as

valence. The k-point meshes for Brillouin zone sampling

were constructed using the Monkhorst–Pack scheme [31]

and the total number of k-points times the total number of

atoms per unit cell was at least 10000 for all structures.

A plane wave cutoff energy of 248.7 eV was used.

All calculations included scalar relativistic corrections

(i.e. no spin-orbit interaction).



Table 1

Structural description of the 32-atom A15B1C16 supercell

Lattice vectors ða1 Z ð2:0; 0:0;K2:0Þ, ða2 Z ð2:0;K2:0; 0:0Þ, ða3 Z ð0:0;K2:0;K2:0Þ

Atomic positions A - (2.5, K1.5, K2.5), A - (2.5, K2.5, K1.5), A - (1.5, K1.5, K1.5), A - (2.5, K1.5, K1.5), A - (3.5, K3.5, K3.5), A -

(1.5,K0.5,K1.5),A-(2.5,K2.5,K3.5),A-(1.5,K1.5,K0.5),A-(2.5,K3.5,K2.5),A-(0.5,K0.5,K0.5),A-(1.5,

K2.5, K2.5), A - (2.5, K2.5, K2.5), A - (1.5, K1.5, K2.5), A - (1.5, K2.5, K1.5), A - (0.5, K1.5, K1.5), B - (3.5,

K2.5,K2.5),C-(3.0,K3.0,K3.0),C-(2.0,K2.0,K3.0)C-(2.0,K3.0,K2.0),C-(1.0,K2.0,K2.0),C-(2.0,K2.0,

K2.0), C - (3.0, K2.0, K2.0), C - (3.0, K3.0, K2.0), C - (2.0, K1.0, K2.0), C - (3.0, K2.0, K3.0), C - (2.0, K2.0,

K1.0), C - (4.0, K3.0, K3.0), C - (1.0, K1.0, K1.0), C - (2.0, K3.0, K3.0), C - (3.0, K4.0, K3.0), C - (3.0, K3.0,

K4.0), C - (4.0, K4.0, K4.0)

Lattice vectors and atomic positions are given in Cartesian coordinates, in units of a, the B2 lattice parameter. Atomic positions are given for the ideal,

unrelaxed B2 sites.
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As the initial step, the unit cell volumes of all structures

were fully relaxed with all atoms occupying their ideal

lattice positions. To further consider the effects of local

atomic relaxations around point defects, we then fully

relaxed all the atoms from their ideal lattice sites into their

equilibrium positions according to the quantum-mechanical

Hellmann-Feynman forces using a Quasi-Newton algor-

ithm, maintaining the overall volume and shape of the unit

cell. After relaxations, the forces acting on the atoms are

less than 0.01 eV/Å.

The formation enthalpies of In1KxPdx alloys can be

calculated from the following equation:

DHðIn1KxPdxÞ Z EðIn1KxPdxÞKð1KxÞEðInÞKxEðPdÞ (5)

where E(In), E(Pd) and E(In1KxPdx) are the first-principles

calculated total energies (per atom) of the constituent pure

elements In and Pd and the corresponding alloy, respect-

ively, each relaxed to their equilibrium geometries. Here x is

the molar composition of Pd in the alloy. Body-centered

tetragonal (bct) In and fcc Pd were used as reference states

in Eq. (5).

Finally, we obtain the formation enthalpies of point

defects by means of finite differencing, as follows [32]:

Hd Z
vDH

vxd

z
DHd KDHPdIn

xd

(6)

where DHd is the formation enthalpy (per atom) of a 16-

atom (32-atom) B2 PdIn supercell containing one point

defect of type d and DHPdIn is the formation enthalpy of
Table 2

First principles calculated formation enthalpies (eV/defect) of isolated point defe

Defect type Designation 16-atom supercell

Unrelaxed R

Pd vacancy VaPd 0.54 0

In Antisite InPd 2.45 2

In vacancy VaIn 1.13 1

Pd Antisite PdIn 0.36 0

Triple Pd 0/2VaPdCPdIn 1.44 1

Schottky 0/VaPdCVaIn 1.67 1

Exchange 0/InPdCPdIn 2.81 2

Triple In 0/2VaInCInPd 4.71 4

Both unrelaxed (volume relaxations only) and fully relaxed (volumeClocal atom
perfectly ordered defect-free B2 PdIn. For the 16-atom

supercells, we have xdZ1/16 for antisites and xdZ1/15 for

vacancies. For the 32-atom supercells, we have xdZ1/32 for

antisites and xdZ1/31 for vacancies.

In our calculations, we used a 9!9!9 k-point mesh for

the 16-atom B2 supercells and a 8!8!8 k-point mesh for

the 32-atom supercells, which correspond to 35 and 29

irreducible k-points in the Brillouin zone, respectively. Our

convergence tests showed that those k-point meshes were

sufficient to give fully converged results. The final results are

given in Table 2. As shown, in our unrelaxed calculations, the

results obtained using 32-atom supercells are very similar to

those obtained using 16-atom supercells. The defect

formation enthalpies however have a stronger dependence

on supercell size when the effects of local atomic relaxations

are taken into account. This is due to the fact that larger

supercells have larger degrees of freedom for relaxation,

which thus leads to larger decreases in defect formation

enthalpies due to local atomic relaxations. The fully relaxed

point defect formation enthalpies obtained using 32-atom

supercells are used in the following calculations.
3. Results and discussions

3.1. Lattice parameters of pure elements

To determine the equilibrium c/a ratio of bct In, we

calculated the total energy of In along the tetragonal

transformation path and the results are shown in Fig. 1.
cts and complex composition-conserving defects in stoichiometric B2 PdIn

32-atom supercell

elaxed Unrelaxed Relaxed

.46 0.50 0.41

.07 2.53 2.01

.12 1.02 0.87

.34 0.31 0.11

.26 1.31 0.93

.58 1.52 1.28

.41 2.84 2.12

.31 4.57 3.75

ic relaxations) values are shown. Reference states: bct In and fcc Pd.



Fig. 1. Total energy of In along the tetragonal transformation path with

respect to Ebcc
In . The volume is fully relaxed at each c/a ratio.
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Interestingly, there are actually three bct structures with

different c/aO2 ratios (one with c/a!1, one with 1!c/a!
O2, and one with c/aO), as manifested by the three minima

in Fig. 1. Such a behavior has also been reported in previous

first-principles studies by Simak et al. [33] and Mikhay-

lushkin et al. [34]. The global minimum in Fig. 1

corresponds to the ground-state bct structure of In at zero

pressure. Our first-principles calculated equilibrium lattice

parameters of bct In and fcc Pd are given in Table 3. The

calculated c/a ratio of In agrees well with experiments. The

calculated lattice parameters of In and Pd are 1–2% smaller

than experiments, presumably due to LDA overbinding.
3.2. Constitutional defects at TZ0 K

At TZ0 K, the point defect structure of B2 PdIn is solely

governed by enthalpy and the point defects at this

temperature are referred to as constitutional defects. In

Fig. 2, the predicted formation enthalpies of B2 PdIn

containing each of the four possible types of constitutional

point defects, VaPd, VaIn, PdIn and InPd, are plotted as four

branches, respectively. The off-stoichiometric B2 PdIn

alloys were simulated using both 16-atom and 32-atom

supercells. Here we consider a canonical ensemble contain-

ing a total one mole of In and Pd atoms. Since deviation

from stoichiometry can be accommodated by either

constitutional antisites or constitutional vacancies, there

are two branches in Fig. 2 on either side of the
Table 3

First principles calculated equilibrium lattice parameters of pure elements in thei

Element Crystal Structure Present Study

In Bct aZbZ3.18 Å, cZ4.8

Pd Fcc aZbZcZ3.85 Å
stoichiometric composition, the branch with lower for-

mation enthalpy being the stable one. Fig. 2 thus shows that

the stable constitutional point defects in In-rich and Pd-rich

B2 PdIn are Pd vacancies and Pd antisites, respectively.

This conclusion is in accordance with Chang and Neumann

[3–5]. For the purpose of comparison, we also show in Fig. 2

the experimental calorimetry measurements by Bryant and

Pratt [35] and Meschel and Kleppa [36]. As shown, the

formation enthalpies of B2 PdIn alloys were underestimated

in our calculations by w10 kJ/mol. This is atypical of LDA,

which usually overpredict the formation enthalpies.

In Fig. 3, we also compare our predicted equilibrium

lattice parameters of B2 PdIn with the experimental

measurements by Huang et al. [9] and Fort et al. [37].

Again, there are four branches in Fig. 3, each corresponding

to one of the four possible types of constitutional point

defects: VaPd, VaIn, PdIn and InPd. Our calculations

underestimate the lattice parameters of B2 PdIn by w1%,

while the slopes of the two stable branches are in good

agreement with experiments.

We note that, calculations were also performed in the

present study employing the generalized gradient approxi-

mation (GGA). We found that GGA overestimates the

lattice parameters by 1–2% and further underestimates the

formation enthalpies of B2 PdIn alloys compared to LDA.

Similar to the case of InN [38,39], GGA does not offer any

advantage over LDA here, neither for lattice parameters nor

for formation enthalpies.
3.3. Defects at finite temperatures

Using the Wagner–Schottky model and the defect

formation enthalpies in Table 2, we calculated the point

defect concentrations in B2 PdIn at TZ1273 K as a function

of composition and the results are plotted in Fig. 4(a). The

major defects in B2 PdIn at high temperatures are Pd

vacancies on the In-rich side and Pd antisites on the Pd-rich

side, most of which are temperature-independent consti-

tutional defects. In Fig. 4(b), we also show the equilibrium

concentrations of thermal defects in B2 PdIn, defined as:

xt
d Z xdKxc

d (7)

where xt
d and xc

d are the concentration of thermal and

constitutional defects of type d, respectively. We have xc
dZ

c for Pd antisites and xc
dZ2c for Pd vacancies, with

cZjxPdK0.5j being the absolute deviation from stoichi-

ometry. It is noted that, in order to maintain the overall

composition of the alloy, the following constraint must be

strictly satisfied at all compositions and temperatures:
r ground state structures

Experiments [1]

9 Å, c/aZ1.54 aZbZ3.25Å , cZ4.95 Å, c/aZ1.52

aZbZcZ3.89 Å



Fig. 2. Comparison between first-principles calculated and experimentally

observed formation enthalpies of B2 PdIn as a function of composition.

Both results obtained using 16-atom supercells and 32-atom supercells are

shown. The solid and dashed lines correspond to unrelaxed and relaxed

formation enthalpies, respectively. Experimental data are from Bryant and

Pratt [35] and Meschel and Kleppa [36].
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2ðxt
PdIn

Kxt
InPd

ÞC ðxt
VaIn

Kxt
VaPd

Þ Z 0 (8)

Clearly, the only way to satisfy Eq. (8) is by forming

thermal defect complexes. Following are four common

types of them:

Triple Pd : 0/2VaPd CPdIn (9a)
Fig. 3. Comparison between first-principles calculated and experimentally

observed equilibrium lattice parameter of B2 PdIn. Both results obtained

using 16-atom supercells and 32-atom supercells are shown. Experimental

data are from Huang [9] and Fort [37]. (a) Total defect concentrations. (b)

Thermal defect concentrations

Fig. 4. Equilibrium defect concentrations in B2 PdIn at TZ1273 K as a

function of composition: (a) total defect concentrations and (b) thermal

defect concentrations.
Triple In : 0/2VaIn C InPd (9b)

Exchange : 0/PdIn C InPd (9c)

Schottky : 0/VaIn CVaPd (9d)

According to Fig. 4(b), the major thermal defects in

B2 PdIn at high temperatures are Pd vacancies and Pd

antisites, the concentrations of which are highest at the

stoichiometric composition. The ratio xt
VaPd

=xt
PdIn

is also

maintained around 2 over the whole composition range. In

contrast, the concentration of In vacancies is low even at

high temperatures. Our calculations thus suggest that



Fig. 5. Arrhenius plot of equilibrium point defect concentrations in

stoichiometric B2 PdIn in comparison with experimental vacancy

concentration data from Huang et al. [9,10].
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the predominant thermal defects in B2 PdIn are of triple-Pd

type as proposed by Huang et al. [9,10] and not of Schottky

type as proposed by Collins and Sinha [12]. Unlike B2 NiAl,

in which the thermal defects are of triple-defect type on the

Ni-rich side but are of interbranch type on the Al-rich side

[15], the thermal defects in B2 PdIn are of triple-defect type

on both sides of stoichiometry.

By transferring Pd atoms from the Pd sublattice to In

vacancies on the In sublattice, the Schottky defects can be

converted into triple defects via the reaction: VaInCVaPdC
PdPd/2VaPdCPdIn. Assuming the point defects to be non-

interacting, the formation enthalpies of all four common

types of thermal defect complexes were calculated using the

formation enthalpies of isolated point defects and the results

are also shown in Table 2. As can be seen, our calculations

using both 16-atom and 32-atom supercells, with or without

local atomic relaxations, consistently show that triple

defects have lower formation enthalpy than Schottky

defects. Also, since converting Schottky defects into triple

defects will produce more point defects and thus more

configurational entropy, the triple defects will be further

favored with increasing temperature. In other words, the

predominance of triple defects over Schottky defects in B2

PdIn is not only energetically favorable, but is also

entropically favorable.

Finally, in Fig. 5, we plot our predicted equilibrium point

defect concentrations in stoichiometric B2 PdIn as a

function of temperature together with the experimental

data by Huang et al. [9,10]. It can be seen that triple defects

dominate at all temperatures. It can also be observed that our

predicted vacancy concentrations are always larger than

experimental measurements. One possible reason for such

discrepancy is that, since the formation enthalpies were
underestimated in our calculations, it is likely that the defect

formation enthalpies were also underestimated. Addition-

ally, since only ideal entropy of mixing was considered in

our calculations, the neglect of the role of vibrational

entropies in our calculations can also be a factor for such

discrepancy.
4. Summary

In the present study, we obtained the formation

enthalpies of isolated point defects in stoichiometric B2

PdIn by means of first-principles supercell calculations. Our

results show that Pd vacancies and Pd antisites are the

constitutional point defects in In-rich and Pd-rich B2 PdIn,

respectively. Using the Wagner-Schottky model, we also

calculated the thermal defect concentrations at finite

temperatures. Our results suggest that the predominant

thermal defects in B2 PdIn are triple-Pd defects and not

Schottky-type defects.
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